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World Girls’
Ice Hockey
Weekend
An opportunity for girls of all ages
to try ice hockey
The World Girls’ Ice Hockey Weekend is a global
opportunity for girls to try out ice hockey as a new
sport and learn about opportunities to play ice hockey
in their community.

Location

Worldwide

Organisation

International Ice Hockey Federation (IIHF)

Start-end date

2011 – ongoing

Target group

5-12 years old

Reach

Thousands of girls in 2013

Partners

IIHF member federations, national leagues, clubs
and teams.

Key facts

In 2013, 341 events were organised in 31 countries

For inspiration

www.iihf.com/iihf-home/sport/women/
world-girls-hockey-day.html
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Summary

Keys to success

With information and material provided by the IIHF and Member National Associations,
ice hockey clubs all over the world organise one-day events in the local ice rinks
to provide an opportunity for girls to try ice hockey for free. The programme bring
girls from their community together on the ice so they can be introduced to basic
skills in hockey in a positive, fun and safe environment, and learn about opportunities
to play ice hockey in their community. During the day, the girls learn about fair play,
sportsmanship and teamwork, meet new friends and have a chance to fall in love
with a new sport. Girls only need to bring skates and some type of helmet and gloves.
The local coaches and administrators ensure that there is a day full of action.

Events of all sizes
Member National Associations, leagues, clubs, teams or any group that has a
passion for sharing the sport of ice hockey with the next generation of female
hockey players are eligible to register as hosts. It is not a difficult event to hold
and organisers can make the event as big or small as they wish – the main goal is
to give girls the chance to play. Organisers advertise the event in their community
and organise an ice time and arrange some coaches to run some very basic and
fun drills. In order to make the event as accessible as possible, organisers also
provide pucks and sticks, and possibly arrange to have skates available if they are
in an area where the sport of ice hockey is not common.
Assistance from the international federation
As the initiator of the project, the IIHF provides assistance to those wishing to
organise an event during World Girls’ Ice Hockey Weekend. For promotional
assistance, the IIHF provides a poster template that can be printed anywhere,
and hosts can add their specific event information in their own language. Further,
a sample of a practice plan can be downloaded from the IIHF website that shows
what drills to use and how to organise the ice time. Guidance for general event
planning is offered for first time hosts of a girls’ hockey event. Finally, a World
Girls’ Ice Hockey Weekend Toolkit is being prepared which will contain very detailed
instruction on how to organise a World Girls’ Ice Hockey Weekend event, all the
way from marketing to running the actual event and following up with the results.
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Sport for All objectives

How is the programme communicated?

Promote sport and physical activity
The programme aims to promote participation in ice hockey for girls and encourage
them to try a sport that is not often specifically promoted to girls.

The IIHF utilises its dedicated website and directly communicates to Member
National Associations. The IIHF and the Member National Associations promote
the event on a larger scale whereas the local clubs can display posters at local
schools, shops etc., and inform local newspapers. In addition, the IIHF covers
some of the events on the website and thus provides further information that is
accessible to anyone.

Provide equal access to sport
The main goal of the World Girls’ Ice Hockey Weekend is to recruit girls to play
ice hockey. Ice hockey is traditionally a male dominated sport and the programme
grants females the opportunity to play and engage with the sport. The programme
also aims to grow the sport beyond traditional ice hockey nations.

How is the programme evaluated?
The IIHF summarises the numbers of events and countries involved and collects
feedback. For future editions, the evaluation will also include the number of
players and information on how many of the first-time players come back and
start playing.

“It showed our organisation
that girls’ hockey has a big future
if we continue doing the girls’ day
and maybe try to offer some other
practices only for girls.”
Anja Ramajzl – Coach (Hamburger SV, Germany)

Photos © IIHF
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Join the sporting society!
Globally, 1 in 4 adults is not active enough and more than 80% of the world’s
adolescent population is insufficiently physically active (World Health Organization).
Let’s reverse the trend and get moving.
Promote sport and physical activity
Recent changes in leisure and work practices, diet and a host of other trends
has led to an increasingly sedentary lifestyle amongst the world’s population.
Sport for all programmes aim to promote sport and physical activity to mitigate
the negative effects associated with these developments.

Improve public health and well-being

Become a key player
in your community
A useful platform has been designed for organisations
across the Olympic Movement that are managing
Sport for All programmes, providing them with the
knowledge, understanding and tools needed to
improve existing programmes worldwide, as well as
to create new ones.
Get inspired by more than 45 projects around
the world

Sport and physical activity plays an important role in making societies healthier,
happier and safer into the future. Successful sport for all projects help to stimulate
these common benefits across entire communities.

Learn more about best practices with our toolkit

Support active societies

Share your experience and lead the way
to inspire more projects

Active societies involve many stakeholders such as parents, coaches, schools,
local clubs, sports organisations, event organisers and grassroots activities,
to name but a few. They can all be hugely influential in promoting healthier
lifestyles within a community. Programmes that support and reinforce their
efforts are vital for the encouragement and promotion of active societies
around the world.

Create your project based on proven academic
research and experience of organisations

Connect with a vast network fueled by
inspired partners

Provide equal access to sport
Every member within a community should have equal opportunity to live an
active and healthy lifestyle. Effective grassroots programmes place a heavy
emphasis on ensuring that all of their participants can enjoy this opportunity
regardless of physical condition, race, gender, social conditions, geographical
location or otherwise.

Find more information
Sports and Active Society Programmes
A Guide to Implementation

Foster Olympic legacy
The Olympic Games provide a source of inspiration and a vibrant expression
of the Olympic values of excellence, friendship and respect. This unique power
can energise communities to develop projects enabling and inspiring people
to become and stay physically active into the future.

www.olympic.org
activesociety@olympic.org

